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TRADITION

The original CX Swiss Military Watch™ timepieces are manufactured in Switzerland by Montres Charmex SA. The history of Montres Charmex SA goes as far back as 1926. This was the year when Max Bürgin, the father of today’s owner started his apprenticeship in one of the leading watch factories near Basel, Switzerland. His exceptional talents soon caught the attention of the management – he was promoted and eventually made head of the technical department. What he really wanted though was to have his own watch business, pursuing the traditional art of manufacturing state-of-the-art timepieces. His dream finally came true and in 1989 his son Manfred Bürgin together with his wife Kathleen joined the by then prospering company. 1999 their son Frank M. Bürgin followed and thus continued the family's tradition. Manufacturing bespoke timepieces using but choice materials of the highest quality remains the credo of Montres Charmex SA to this very day.
CX SWISS MILITARY WATCH™ has supplied military and law enforcement units worldwide; most recently the Close Protection Unit of the UN troops in the Kosovo, the SEK SWAT team of Cologne, Germany, and the police of Zürich, Switzerland were equipped with our watches. These professionals rely on our products because we do NOT COMPROMISE – our watches stand for the highest quality and are tested both in the laboratory and under real life conditions.

Our R&D partners, the Oceanography Institute of the University of Southampton, United Kingdom, and the Laboratoire Dubois in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, help us achieve these goals.

Our Brand Ambassadors are professionals themselves and have tested our watches in some extreme conditions: Fuat Kent, professional diver and dive instructor with Greenpeace; Dr. Eric Heiden, Olympic gold medalist; Dr. Lee Spence, underwater archeologist and discoverer of the “Hunley”; Jim Littlefield, former Green Beret and law enforcement personnel instructor. We rely on their vast experience – an experience which allows us to come up with the sturdiest watches available on the market today.
SEK SWAT
team of Cologne / Germany

Close Protection Unit
of the UN troops in the Kosovo

Police of Zürich
Switzerland

197th US Artillery Brigade
Kuwait
20,000 FEET WORLD RECORD

AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH
CERTIFIED CHRONOMETER

INSTRUMENTS FOR DIVERS
LABORATORY & DEEP SEA TESTED
BY MONTRES CHARMEX S.A.

600 atm = 6000 meters water resistant, ISO 6425, certified

www.20000feet.com
After winning the world record for water resistance in automatic diving watches in 2005 with their 12’000 FEET by CX Swiss Military Watch™ model Frank M. Bürgin and his team of watchmakers and engineers were contemplating their next move. Only one goal seemed acceptable – not only to beat their own record but also the new world record a competitor had set in 2008 with 3’900 meters of water resistance. The R&D team around Frank M. Bürgin thus decided to annihilate all existing records by constructing the world’s first mechanical timepiece with a water resistance of a staggering 20’000 feet or 6’000 meters – and, again, with a chronograph!

First of all they had to develop a pressure tank capable of producing a pressure of 800 bar, the equivalent of a water depth of 8’000 meters. This alone proved to be a sizeable task as worldwide there are only two manufacturers of such manometers!

The team of engineers then started the intricate calculations of the measurements of the new world record holder – there can be no margin for error in a timepiece that has to withstand 750 kgs per cm² of surface area. The absolute reliability of the watch was paramount and no compromise whatsoever allowed – the safety of the diver comes first. After several attempts the virtual prototype finally took shape and prototype production started.
However, technical problems like the connection of the domed, a massive 10 mm thick sapphire crystal to the titanium case had to be solved first and it took the dedicated team months to come up with viable solutions. Finally, after several nerve racking setbacks the first prototypes were produced towards the end of 2008 and the series of tests began. Crown, pushers and safety buckle underwent several static and dynamic pressure tests at the Dubois laboratory in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland – all tests were passed, the design and the calculations thus confirmed. In a next step the prototypes were sent to the Oceanographic Institute of the University of Southampton, Great Britain. For years this institute has been a reliant R&D partner of CX Swiss Military Watch™; in their pressure tanks they tested the fully functional prototypes for a water resistance of 6'000 meters and certified the positive result as per ISO norm 6425. Several more tests are ongoing at the IFREMER Institute, the French Research Institute for the Exploitation of the Sea.

A few weeks later serial production started after all preliminary tests having shown the expected positive results. Montres Charmex SA and their team of engineers and watchmakers thus managed to develop the ULTIMATE DIVING WATCH: the 20’000 FEET by CX SWISS MILITARY WATCH™, an automatic diving chronograph holding the world record for water resistance, was developed for the serious diver looking for a virtually indestructible timepiece of superb quality, a timepiece the diver can rely on whatever the circumstances may be. A timepiece made for eternity and the dark abyss of the Deep Sea!

The 20’000 FEET by CX SWISS MILITARY WATCH™ is manufactured in a limited edition of 1’000 pieces only.
REAL LIFE TESTS

The **20’000 FEET** has passed several real-life tests – being shot at, being thrown out of an airplane etc., and more real-life tests will follow. Please visit [www.20000feet.com](http://www.20000feet.com) for the respective videos!

WARRANTY EXTENSION

As an additional service for its customers Montres Charmex SA signed a contract with the Swiss insurance company HELVETIA to insure the **20’000 FEET by CX Swiss Military Watch™** against theft for the first two years.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Chronometer-certified automatic chronograph ETA cal. 7750 Valjoux COSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 25 jewels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 28'800 oscillations / h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Power reserve 48 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Etachron regulator system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Glucydur balance bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nivaflex mainspring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Antichoc with Incabloc shock-absorber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Case diameter 46.0 mm, thickness 28.5 mm, weight 265 gr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ref. 1945 silver  
Ref. 1946 black carbon  
Ref. 1947 blue  
Ref. 1948 yellow
Functions
- Hour; minute; small second at 9 h
- Chronograph with 30 minute counter at 12 h, 12 hour counter at 6 h, central second counter
- Date at 3 h

Case/Bracelet
- Solid titanium case / bracelet, Ø 46.0 mm, thickness 28.5 mm, weight 265 gr total
- X-large crown with side-guards, allowing for diving with thick gloves
- Screw-down crown and pushers
- Red safety marking on pushers (visible when unscrewed)
- Domed, anti-reflective sapphire crystal, thickness 10 mm
- Unidirectional rotating bezel, 60 minute graduation, Superluminova™ indices
- Solid titanium bracelet, lug-ends and links screwed
- Solid titanium folding clasp with safety catch and micro-adjustment
- Separate genuine rubber strap & rubber extension strap for dry-suit diving (wrist circumference up to 35 cm)
- Screw-driver
- Screw-down caseback, Limited Edition engraving
- Water-resistant to 7'500 meters (25’000 feet; 6'000 meters or 20’000 FEET & 25 % safety margin as per ISO 6425)
- Helium relief valve
- anti-magnetic ISO 764

Dials
- Silver, black carbon, blue or yellow
- Superluminova™ indices
- Counters sunburst decor

Hands
- Oversized minute hand
- Superluminova™ coating
- All chronograph hands in red
CONGER NERO AUTO

AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH
CERTIFIED CHRONOMETER

INSTRUMENTS FOR DIVERS
LABORATORY & DEEP SEA TESTED
BY MONTRES CHARMEX S.A.

200 atm = 2000 meters water resistant
CONGER NERO AUTO

Our CONGER NERO AUTO was named after the fearsome eel-like predator of the sea – up to 10 feet long and with a set of razor-sharp teeth the conger – when cornered – has been known to attack divers, too. Our CONGER NERO AUTO was manufactured in a Limited Edition of 100 pieces only, is water resistant to 2'000 meters and as fearsome in its appearance as its namesake: the black DLC (diamond-like coating) is highly scratch resistant and ensures your watch will keep its pristine appearance for many years. The CONGER NERO AUTO is a Professional Grade diving instrument of formidable dimensions.
2555-GROUP: Swiss Military automatic chronograph CONGER NERO AUTO

- Chronometer-certified automatic chronograph ETA cal. 7750 Valjoux COSC, Swiss Made®, day / date
- Stainless steel case/bracelet, Professional Grade scratch-resistant DLC plating
- Helium relief valve
- Screw-down crown & pushers
- Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
- 200atm / 2’000 meters water resistant
- Anti-magnetic ISO 764
- XL presentation box
- Case diameter 48.5mm, thickness 22.5mm, weight 375gr

Ref. 2555
silver dial

Ref. 2556
black dial

Ref. 2557
blue dial

Ref. 2558
yellow dial
CONGER

Our CONGER is based on the CONGER NERO AUTO but equipped with a Swiss Made® Ronda quartz movement. Water resistant to 2'000 meters the CONGER in its two-tone stainless steel case offers the same rugged appearance and functionality as its automatic counterpart.
2215-GROUP: Swiss Military chronograph CONGER

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Two-tone stainless steel case/bracelet
- Helium relief valve
- Screw-down crown & pushers
- Anti-reflective sapphire crystal
- 200atm / 2’000 meters water resistant
- Case diameter 48mm, thickness 18.5mm, weight 305gr

Ref.2215  silver dial
Ref.2216  black dial
Ref.2217  blue dial
Ref.2218  yellow dial
DIVER’S SW I

INSTRUMENTS FOR DIVERS
LABORATORY & DEEP SEA TESTED
BY MONTRES CHARMEZ S.A.

100 atm = 1000 meters water resistant, certified
Forged out of a solid block of nickel-free stainless steel this impressive chronograph comes second to none; it is manufactured in an edition of 600 watches only per year to commemorate the **USS SEAWOLF** class, the invincible US attack submarines designed to hunt down and destroy enemy submarines under the most demanding conditions in the depths of the oceans. While the submarines maximum operating depth is 500 m this watch is water resistant down to an incredible 1’000 m – certified by a well-known independent Swiss laboratory. Only a handful of watches are built to withstand this immense pressure and the SW I is one of the most impressive among them. Whatever your mission, the SW I will be a trustworthy and indestructible companion.
1725-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph SW I

- ETA cal. G10.712 quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case/bracelet, screw-down crown/pushers
- Sapphire crystal
- 100 atm
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 17.0 mm, weight 250 gr
SW I NERO

Our SW I range of professional grade diving watches are all water resistant to 1’000 meters. Each square centimetre of these watches can withstand a pressure of 100kg - this amounts to over 1.5 tons for the whole watch or the equivalent of a medium sized car perched on top of the watch! To upgrade the impressive SW I with its stainless steel case and bracelet we applied a layer of black DLC (diamond like coating); highly scratch resistant the DLC ensures the SW I Nero will keep its pristine appearance regardless of the wear and tear it is submitted to.
24151-GROUP: Swiss Military chronograph SW I NERO

- ETA cal. G10.712 Swiss Made quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Black DLC plated stainless steel case / bracelet, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 100 atm
- Case diameter 44.0mm, thickness 17.0mm, weight 250g

Ref. 24151 silver dial
Ref. 24161 black dial
Ref. 24171 blue dial
Ref. 24181 yellow dial
SW I SCUBA

The SW I SCUBA are as indestructible as the SW I – but with an extremely sturdy genuine rubber strap instead of the stainless steel bracelet of the SW I.
17251-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph SW I SCUBA

- ETA cal. G10.712 quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case, screw-down crown / pushers
- Genuine rubber strap 5 mm thickness
- Sapphire crystal
- 100 atm
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 17.0 mm, weight 160 gr

Ref. 17251 - silver dial
Ref. 17261 - black dial
Ref. 17271 - blue dial
Ref. 17281 - yellow dial
The **SW 1 SCUBA NERO** are as indestructible as the **SW I** – but with an extremely sturdy genuine rubber strap instead of the stainless steel bracelet of the **SW I**.
2415-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph SW I SCUBA NERO

- ETA cal. G10.712 quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case, screw-down crown / pushers, black PVD-plated
- Genuine rubber strap 5 mm thickness
- Sapphire crystal
- 100 atm
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 17.0 mm, weight 160 gr

Ref.2415 - silver dial
Ref.2416 - black dial
Ref.2417 - blue dial
Ref.2418 - yellow dial
NAVY DIVER 500

INSTRUMENTS FOR DIVERS
LABORATORY & DEEP SEA TESTED
BY MONTRES CHARMEX S.A.

50 atm = 500 meters water resistant
NAVY DIVER 500

The NAVY DIVER 500 is based on the well-known NAVY DIVER model, but instead of 200 meters water resistant it is 500 meters water resistant and equipped with screw-down pushers – an extremely sturdy diving watch offering great value for money.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement</td>
<td>Swiss Made®, 13 jewels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel case / bracelet, screw-down crown / pushers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire crystal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 atm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case diameter</td>
<td>45.0 mm, thickness 15.0 mm, weight 240 gr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NAVY DIVER 500 SCUBA

The NAVY DIVER 500 SCUBA is based on our model NAVY DIVER 500 but equipped with a heavy duty genuine rubber strap instead of the stainless steel bracelet of the NAVY DIVER 500.
24651-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph NAVY DIVER 500 SCUBA

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Stainless steel case, screw-down crown / pushers
- Sapphire crystal
- 50 atm
- Genuine rubber strap
- Case diameter 45.0mm, thickness 15.0mm, weight 165gr
MARLIN

INSTRUMENTS FOR DIVERS
LABORATORY & DEEP SEA TESTED
BY MONTRES CHARMEX S.A.

20 atm = 200 meters water resistant

SWISS MADE®
The marlin is one of the fastest fish, capable of speeds up to 80km/h and immortalized by Ernest Hemingway’s The Old Man and The Sea. With its elongated body, a spear-like snout and a long, rigid dorsal fin the marlin can reach over 5m in length and 700kg in weight. Our diving watches MARLIN, MARLIN SCUBA and MARLIN SCUBA NERO integrate the sleek aggressiveness and beauty of the marlin with their minimalist design, offering all functionalities appreciated by novice and experienced divers alike.
2700-GROUP: Swiss Military watch MARLIN

- Ronda cal. 515, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case / bracelet, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 42.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 174gr

Ref. 2700 silver dial
Ref. 2701 black dial
Ref. 2702 blue dial
Ref. 2703 orange dial
Ref. 2704 yellow dial
MARLIN SCUBA

The **MARLIN SCUBA** is based on our model **MARLIN** but equipped with a silicone strap instead of the stainless steel bracelet of the **MARLIN**.
27001-GROUP: Swiss Military watch MARLIN SCUBA

- Ronda cal. 515, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Silicone strap w. pin buckle
- Case diameter 42.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 102gr
The MARLIN SCUBA NERO is based on our model MARLIN SCUBA but equipped with a black PVD-plated case.
2705-GROUP: Swiss Military watch MARLIN SCUBA NERO

- Ronda cal. 515, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case, black PVD-plated, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Silicone strap w. pin buckle
- Case diameter 42.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 102gr

Ref. 2705
silver dial

Ref. 2706
black dial

Ref. 2707
black/blue dial w. blue strap

Ref. 2708
black/orange dial w. orange strap

Ref. 2709
black/yellow dial w. yellow strap
TYPHOON

TITANIUM/CARBONFIBRE REGATTA TIMER 20 atm

SWISS MADE®
REGATTA WATCH – TYPHOON

Our brand CX Swiss Military Watch™ is best known for our flagship model, the ultimate diving watch 20’000 FEET www.20000feet.com. Launched in 2009 our 20’000 FEET won the world record for water resistance for automatic diving watches with a Guinness Book of World Records approved depth rating of 20’000 feet or 6’000 meters (ISO 6425).

With several other diving watches already in our collection we decided to use our experience to branch out into the realm of REGATTA watches, used in yachting contests but offering all the functionalities for any type of water sport.

The Racing Rules of Sailing (or short RRS) are an intricate body of 90 rules governing yacht racing. Unlike car races regattas obviously have to start with the yachts already in motion – hence there is a need for a countdown function which allows the skipper to – ideally – cross the starting line exactly at the time of the start. The usual starting sequence presents itself as follows:
The **TYPHOON** is equipped with the Swiss Made ISA cal. 8270, a movement developed especially for yachting or regatta watches.

**The TYPHOON sets a new standard in its class:** the case consists of a rarely seen **combination of titanium reinforced with carbonfibre**, ensuring not only a light-weight sports watch but a timepiece that is highly resistant to saltwater corrosion. The uni-directional rotating bezel is also manufactured out of solid titanium and reinforced with carbonfibre. The sapphire crystal protects an intricately designed dial offering all information needed for yachting. **The countdown function has an acoustic alert – superior to the mere visual indication seen with some competitors.** The solid titanium bracelet has screwed lug-ends as well as screwed links using Allen screws. The double pusher butterfly buckle bears the CX Swiss Military Watch™ logo and is as indestructible as the watch itself. The screw-down crown is protected by massive crown guards and the **TYPHOON** is water resistant to 200 meters.

The **TYPHOON** is available in four dial colors - silver, black, arctic blue and signal orange – with highly luminous Super-luminova™ indices.

The **TYPHOON** is sold in a luxurious wooden gift box.
The **TYPHOON** is our first Regatta Timer – a timepiece used in yachting contests but offering all the functionalities for any type of water sport. The **TYPHOON** sets a new standard in its class: the case consists of a rarely seen combination of titanium reinforced with carbonfibre, ensuring not only a light-weight sports watch but a timepiece that is highly resistant to saltwater corrosion. The uni-directional rotating bezel is also manufactured out of solid titanium and reinforced with carbonfibre. The sapphire crystal protects an intricately designed dial offering all information needed for yachting. The countdown function has an acoustic alert – superior to the mere visual indication seen with some competitors. The solid titanium bracelet has screwed lug-ends as well as screwed links using Allen screws. The double pusher butterfly buckle bears the CX Swiss Military Watch™ logo and is as indestructible as the watch itself. The screw-down crown is protected by massive crown guards and the **TYPHOON** is water resistant to 200 meters.
2480-GROUP: Swiss Military Regatta Timer TYPHOON

- ISA cal. 8270 quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Titanium/carbonfibre case & titanium/bracelet, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 45.0mm, thickness 14.5mm, weight 160gr

Ref. 2480 black dial

Ref. 2483 orange dial
**TYPHOON SCUBA**

The **TYPHOON SCUBA** is based on our model **TYPHOON** but equipped with a heavy duty genuine rubber strap instead of the titanium bracelet of the **TYPHOON**.
24801-GROUP: Swiss Military Regatta Timer TYPHOON SCUBA

- ISA cal. 8270 quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Titanium/carbonfibre case, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Genuine rubber strap
- Case diameter 45.0mm, thickness 14.5mm, weight 140gr

Ref. 24801 silver dial
Ref. 24811 black dial
Ref. 24821 blue dial
Ref. 24831 orange dial
HURRICANE WORLDTIMER

INSTRUMENTS FOR PILOTS
MILITARY, COMMERCIAL & PRIVATE ASSIGNMENTS
BY MONTRES CHAMUSSO S.A.

Multiple timezones & sliderule calculator
The **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER** continues the success story of the **HURRICANE** released in 2010. True to its heritage the **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER** offers all the functions expected of a professional pilot’s watch: a circular slide rule, allowing for all types of aviation-relevant calculations, a world-time bezel with multiple time zones and a chronograph. The solid stainless steel case with a screw-down crown houses the Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement. The compass-rose design of the dial sports Superluminova™ covered indices to allow full functionality at night, too. The **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER** is water-resistant to 20atm or 200 meters.
2475-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph HURRICANE WORLDTIMER

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Two-tone stainless steel case/bracelet, also in black PVD, screw-down crown
- Timezone & sliderule bezel
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 46.5mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 200gr

Ref. 2475 silver dial

Ref. 2476 black dial

Ref. 2477 red dial

Ref. 2478 yellow dial
The **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER RAWHIDE** is based on our model **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER** but equipped with a water resistant genuine leather strap in carbonfibre optic instead of the stainless steel bracelet of the **HURRICANE WORLDTIMER**.
24751-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph HURRICANE WORLDTIMER RAWHIDE

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Two-tone stainless steel case, also in black PVD, screw-down crown
- Timezone & sliderule bezel
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Black or red genuine leather strap
- Case diameter 46.5mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 120gr

Ref. 24751-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph HURRICANE WORLDTIMER RAWHIDE

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Two-tone stainless steel case, also in black PVD, screw-down crown
- Timezone & sliderule bezel
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Black or red genuine leather strap
- Case diameter 46.5mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 120gr
AIRFORCE I

20 atm = 200 meters water resistant, certified
The AIRFORCE I is the US president’s aircraft. When the President is aboard the AIRFORCE I the radio call sign is “Air Force One” – hence the name. While on the aircraft, the President and staff have access to a full range of services, including communications systems, secure and non-secure voice, fax and data communications, along with access to photocopying, printing and word processing.

CX SWISS MILITARY™’s AIRFORCE I was designed to meet the extremely high standards of the equipment that is being used in such aircrafts as the US Airforce I. Only choice materials may be used in the production process and strict quality control on several production levels is paramount. The AIRFORCE I timepiece is a high-end chronograph equipped with a multi-purpose slide-rule to allow aeronautical and nautical calculations. A certified water resistance of 200 m ensures your watch will not let you down, whatever situation you might find yourself in.
1735-GROUP: Swiss Military Chronograph AIRFORCE I

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case/bracelet, screw-down crown/pushers
- Bi-directional slide-rule bezel
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 41.5 mm, thickness 13.5 mm, weight 160 gr
AIRFORCE I EVO

Our AIRFORCE I EVO is based on our model AIRFORCE I; like the latter it is made out of solid 316L stainless steel but comes in a professional grade black PVD plating. With a saphire crystal, a water resistance of 200 m and both crown and pushers screwed-down the AIRFORCE I EVO is a worthy instrument for pilots.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case material</td>
<td>Stainless steel case/bracelet, black PVD-plated, screw-down crown/pushers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>Sapphire crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water resistance</td>
<td>20 atm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case dimensions</td>
<td>Case diameter 41.5 mm, thickness 13.5 mm, weight 160 gr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ref. 2470**
- Silver dial

**Ref. 2471**
- Black dial

**Ref. 2472**
- Blue dial

**Ref. 2473**
- Orange dial
INSTRUMENTS FOR PILOTS
MILITARY, COMMERCIAL & PRIVATE ASSIGNMENTS
BY MONTRES CHAMPS S.A.

20 atm = 200 meters water resistant
What could be more suitable than to name a military grade pilot’s watch after this predatory bird whose mere name strikes lesser fowl with panic! Our model **HAWK** is distinguished by its oversized pilot’s crown, the easily readable dial and the choice between a metal bracelet and a heavy duty, leather lined canvas strap.
**2725-GROUP: Swiss Military chronograph HAWK**

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Stainless steel case, screw-down crown
- Stainless steel bracelet w. double-pusher butterfly buckle or leather lined canvas strap w. pin buckle
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 44.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 108gr (canvas strap) / 204gr (metal bracelet)

---

**Ref. 2725**
SNOWPATROL, white dial w. white strap

**Ref. 2726**
silver dial w. bracelet

**Ref. 2727**
black dial w. black strap
HAWK NERO

Our model HAWK NERO is based on the HAWK but uses a black PVD-plated case and bracelet.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dial Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2730</td>
<td>silver dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2731</td>
<td>black dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2732</td>
<td>olive dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2733</td>
<td>khaki dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2734</td>
<td>red dial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2730-GROUP: Swiss Military chronograph HAWK NERO

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Stainless steel case / bracelet, black PVD-plated, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 44.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 204gr
HAWK NERO RAWHIDE

Our model HAWK NERO RAWHIDE is based on the HAWK NERO but uses a military grade leather lined canvas strap instead of a metal bracelet. All other features are the same as those of the HAWK NERO.
27301-GROUP: Swiss Military chronograph HAWK NERO RAWHIDE

- Ronda cal. 5030D quartz movement, Swiss Made®, 13 jewels
- Stainless steel case, black PVD-plated, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20atm
- Leather lined canvas strap w. pin buckle
- Case diameter 44.0mm, thickness 12.0mm, weight 108gr

Ref. 27301
silver dial w. black strap

Ref. 27311
BLACK HAWK, black dial w. black strap

Ref. 27321
olive dial w. olive strap

Ref. 27331
EL ALAMEIN, khaki dial w. khaki strap

Ref. 27341
red dial w. black strap
DELTA EVO

30 atm = 300 meters water resistant

SWISS MADE®
DELTA EVO

Commando units worldwide depend on highly accurate timepieces offering a variety of functions; their watches have to be water resistant and extremely sturdy. Our DELTA EVO model – the successor to our DELTAFORCE – has been designed with exactly this in mind – creating a multi-functional ana-digital timepiece that the professional soldier can rely on. All digital functions are activated by using the crown only; we therefore developed a new split-crown which allows the DELTA EVO to be water resistant to 30 atm / 300 meters – unlike competitors using the same movement. The DELTA EVO offers the following additional functions: chronograph, alarm, 2nd timezone, day/date, timer, tachymeter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETA cal. 988.333 quartz movement, Swiss Made®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel case, black PVD plated, screw-down split-crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water resistant genuine leather strap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 atm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 13.5 mm, weight 122 gr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ref. 2223**

yellow
20 atm = 200 meters water resistant
Initiated by Winston Churchill himself the armoured car or tank was introduced by the British Army during the Great War, the First World War. Initially developed to overcome the stalemate in the trenches in Europe the tank has since become an invaluable and strategically decisive part of any armed force. The name «tank» goes back the British Army’s attempt to hide the purpose of these vehicles - officially they were meant to be but mere water carrying vessels, hence «tanks». Our model TANK - water resistant to 200 meters - is as rugged as its namesakes; the Milanese bracelet resembles the tracks while the heavy structure of the unidirectional bezel was shaped after a turret. The pattern of the bezel is repeated on the two-tone dial and the highly accurate quartz movement displays both day and date.
2735-GROUP: Swiss Military watch TANK

- Ronda cal. 517 day/date, Swiss Made®
- Stainless steel case / Milanese bracelet, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 12.0 mm, weight 148 gr

Ref. 2735
silver/red dial

Ref. 2736
black/red dial

Ref. 2737
black/blue dial

Ref. 2738
black/orange dial

Ref. 2739
black/yellow dial
TANK NERO

The TANK NERO is based on our model TANK but the stainless steel case & bracelet are black PVD plated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Dial Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2740</td>
<td>Silver/red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2741</td>
<td>Black/red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2742</td>
<td>Black/blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2743</td>
<td>Black/orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref.2744</td>
<td>Black/yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2740-GROUP: Swiss Military watch TANK NERO**

- Ronda cal. 517 day/date, Swiss Made®
- Black PVD-plated stainless steel case / Milanese bracelet, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 12.0 mm, weight 148 gr
TANK NERO RAWHIDE

The TANK NERO RAWHIDE is based on our model TANK NERO but equipped with a professional grade leather lined canvas strap.
27401-GROUP: Swiss Military watch TANK NERO RAWHIDE

- Ronda cal. 517 day/date, Swiss Made®
- Black PVD-plated stainless steel case, screw-down crown
- Sapphire crystal
- 20 atm
- Leather lined canvas strap w. pin buckle
- Case diameter 44.0 mm, thickness 12.0 mm, weight 102 gr

Ref. 27401  silver/red dial
Ref. 27411  black/red dial
Ref. 27421  black/blue dial

Ref. 27431  black/orange dial
Ref. 27441  black/yellow dial